Mixergy at a glance
OUR BEGINNINGS

OUR BUSINESS

•

Company founded in 2014
- spin-out from Oxford
University.

Mixergy is the market leader in connected and smart hot water tank innovation
with a mission to decarbonise the home and wider energy networks.

•

First product launched in
2017.

OUR GROWTH

•

HQ in Eynsham,
Oxfordshire.

•

More than 2,500 Mixergy tanks have been installed in UK homes through a
network of 150+ accredited installer partners.

•

We also work with British Gas - the UK’s largest heating installation channel.

•

More than 2,500 tanks have been specified on new-build and social housing
projects.

•

We are delivering more than two megawatt of Demand Side Response (DSR)
service to the National Grid through a decentralised, digital network of hot
water tanks.

•

We have raised over £5m funding to date to support our growth.

We are addressing the challenge of the decarbonisation of heat…
The decarbonisation of heat in homes presents one of the greatest energy challenges in this critical decade.

Urgent need to phase
out fossil fuels

Need cost effective,
futureproof standards
for new homes

… and manage greater
renewable energy
capacity coming online

Need to protect
households from fuel
poverty

… whilst providing
guaranteed comfort &
better control

… whilst also offering
an effective solution
for existing homes

Need to grow the
installer base to
deploy new
technologies

… and address grid
constraints due to EVs
& heat electrification

The challenges with existing hot water cylinders
• Heat all or nothing, irrespective of what you need. This means
higher heat losses
• No visibility of state of charge (‘shower roulette’)
• No way of using electricity instead of gas when there are high
winds or lots of solar

• Chronic under pasteurisation
• Primitive controls

Mixergy is fast, economical and smart

FAST

ECONOMICAL

SMART

Heats water up to 5 times
faster

Only heats what will be used, ROI 58 years with 25 year product lifespan

Data-driven insights into household
requirements

How does the Mixergy tank work?

Embedded full-height
temperature sensor
Heat pump interface

Top mounted immersion

Top mounted coil
Smart controller
Heat pump
exchanger
module

Variable speed pump
Inlet diffuser

How does the Mixergy tank work?
1. Power is sent to the top immersion or coil via the boiler and begins to heat the water above it.

How does the Mixergy tank work?
2. Convection from the coil/immersion heats the water above the immersion at the top of the cylinder.

How does the Mixergy tank work?
3. The fine spray of cold water introduced into the top of the cylinder rapidly attains the surrounding hot
water temperature and pushes the thermocline down through the tank until the target volume (%) is
achieved.

Pros
•

Only heat what you need

•

Halve heat losses on average

•

30% more useable hot water due to the
replenishing cold water not diluting what has
already been heated.

•

Much faster reheat speeds

30% more hot water from the same volume cylinder
The inbuilt diffuser in the Mixergy tank prevents hot and cold water mixing, ensuring that the Mixergy tank delivers 30% more
usable hot water for the same volume.
The diagram below compares what happens when you discharge 30% of a Mixergy cylinder vs. 30% of a conventional hot
water cylinder:

Mixergy cylinder
(with an inlet diffuser):

60% hot water remains
30% cold water at bottom

Conventional cylinder
(with no inlet diffuser):

30% hot water remains

60% diluted water at bottom

30% MORE HOT WATER / 30% SMALLER
The impact of having a cylinder that generates 30% more hot water than its equivalent sized conventional cylinder is that
customers can opt to:
1)

Install a cylinder 30% smaller to make more room in their airing cupboard.

2)

Have an additional 30% capacity in reserve should they not have room for a larger cylinder.

Flexible heat energy sources
Whether it be working with a gas boiler, direct electric heating, a heat pump, solar thermal or solar PV, the Mixergy tank
helps you save energy, reduce your bills, and cut carbon emissions.

Direct Electric Systems
Mixergy provides significant benefits for electric only properties:

• Lower bills by 40%. Up to £100 per annum on hot
water bill vs. conventional electric cylinder.
• Faster recovery. Usable hot water (45°C+) delivered
up to 5 times faster.

• Smaller tank size. Mixergy delivers up to 30% more
usable hot water - install a smaller tank with no loss
of performance.
• Optimises solar energy self-consumption (PV or
thermal) whilst reducing the import of grid energy by
as much as 35%.
• Heat pump ready for connection now or in the
future.
• Smart tariff ready. Enables the use of dynamic timeof-use tariffs to provide cheap hot water in off-peak
periods.

Saving money on gas bills & reducing carbon emissions.
The Energy Savings Trust (EST) - the UK’s trusted voice on
energy efficiency and clean energy solutions - has verified that
Mixergy tanks significantly reduce gas consumption and save
money.
The Energy Saving Trust has independently verified:
• Fitting a Mixergy cylinder typically reduces the amount of gas
used to provide hot water by 12%

• If a boiler is short cycling regularly, fitting a Mixergy cylinder
can help to eradicate this, leading to total hot water savings
of up to 21%.
EST tests also showed that the Mixergy tank is the most efficient
cylinder tested in every department, outperforming other top
branded cylinders.

Controls

Intelligent control and enhanced user experience.
Mixergy tanks are internet-connected and operate on an integral Internet of Things (IoT) platform, accessible through
the Mixergy App and portal, and also via Amazon Alexa and Google Home.
A hard-wired gauge also gives control without an internet connection.

THE APP

Machine learning to meet your home’s hot water schedule
Machine learning adapts your water heating schedule to meet your household’s specific needs.

Tests demonstrate that Mixergy tanks using machine learning (ML) capability can provide additional savings of around
£55 per year (a 40% reduction) on water heating compared to the same tank operating with user controls only.

The implementation of machine
learning shifted energy consumption
into the off-peak period, meaning that
a significant proportion of the energy
consumed was delivered at a
significantly lower price.
Tank has learned that 45% of capacity
sufficient for the rest of the day
By shifting the water heating to offpeak periods, the average hot water
bill was reduced from £135 to £80 per
annum.

Renewable Connection

SOLAR PV IMMERSION
The Mixergy ‘solar PV ready’ cylinder utilises a dual feed immersion that is fitted into the top immersion position:

Circuit 2:
• Connected to 3rd party
PV diverter e.g. solar
iboost+, Myenergi Eddy
etc.
• Allows excess PV of
variable power (100W3kW) of electricity to
deliver ‘top-up’
heating.

Circuit 1:
• Connected to mains
via. Mixergy controller.
• Allows mains electricity
‘top-up’ heating.

Please note standard and slimline have different size
dual feed immersions (16’’ and 14’’ to fit diameter).

EMBEDDED SOLAR PV DIVERTER
Wiring in the Mixergy tank at Cala Homes sites, requires 2 x ethernet (cat 5) lines:

1 x ethernet
to control
panel

1 x ethernet
to PV diverter

2 x ethernet
ports in airing
cupboard

2 x ethernet
ports in
services
cupboard

Mixergy CT
clamp
fitted to
mains
incomer

Machine learning optimises solar energy self-consumption

Vs.

With a conventional tank, storage volume
available to be heated by solar energy is
limited by the morning hot water usage.

With the Mixergy tank, the storage volume is
maximised by limiting morning usage to what is
needed.

Heat Pump Ready – for connection now or in the future
All Mixergy tanks are ‘heat pump ready’. This means you can easily make the switch to a heat pump
when the time is right for you without worrying about changing the cylinder.
Unlike conventional heat pump tanks which use a large
internal coil to transfer heat from the heat pump to warm
the water from the inside, Mixergy use an externally
mounted Plate Heat Exchanger which provides:
•

20% more useable hot water v. conventional heat pump
cylinders.

•

More efficient heat transfer – 5-10% COP improvement.

•

A more compact cylinder (typically 40% smaller), as well
as a slimline option.

•

Better heating of the full contents of the cylinder to the
same temperature.

•

Easier servicing and maintenance.

Smart Tariff Connection

Reducing bills through low-cost time-of-use tariffs

1. Disincentivises energy use during peak times
2. Rewards proactive behavioural change
3. Mixergy succeeds in heating water for the best possible
cost

Automated schedule control for maximum savings
-0.17p

-1.5p

0.4p

-1.34p

0.19p

-0.17p

Mixergy’s ‘internet of tanks’ provides flexibility to the grid
We are developing an ever-expanding digital network of hot water tanks which provides flexibility to
the grid and supports the clean energy transition.

Mixergy are delivering >2MW to National Grid in the UK, as well as intelligent
arbitrage on flexible tariffs.

Who are we working with?

Client: Sero Homes

Client: Cala Homes

Solution: Mixergy + communal
GSHP

Solution: Mixergy embedded
Solar PV diverter + Gas Boiler

Scale: 225x plots

Scale: 40x plots

Client: Melius Homes for
Nottingham City Homes
Solution: Mixergy + GSHP in an
Energiesprong retrofit
Scale: 37x plots

Thank you for listening.
Mixergy Limited

James Hoople
Business Development Manager

+44 (0)1865 884343
www.mixergy.co.uk
2 Canal View, Wharf Farm,
Eynsham Road, Cassington,
Oxfordshire OX29 4DB, UK

+44 7946 310032
james.hoople@mixergy.co.uk

leigh.fairbrother@q-bot.co / @LRFairbrother / 07407 657 626

Q-Bot’s vision:
Q-Bot’s goal is to make it easier for contractors to inspect,
maintain and upgrade buildings, in order to deliver quality
retrofits.
Q-Bot’s solutions combine robotics, 3D scanning, digital tools
and AI, enabling contractors to:
• identify the needs of each property;
• automate repetitive tasks;
• reach inaccessible areas,
• track the work done; and,
• seamlessly share information.

In bringing to market the Underfloor Insulation (UFI) service Q-Bot has built a workflow consisting of three parts:
1. Digital Twin Platform - Makes it easier for
building owners to select, design and procure
retrofit measures by using 3D survey/scanning
and AI to identify the building’s needs, compare
the cost and impact of possible interventions.

2. Robotics Platform – Allows contractors to
inspect and apply materials without the cost and
disruption of traditional methods by using a
robot that can be remotely operated where it is
impractical or unsafe for humans.

3. Retrofit Management Platform – An app and
web portal allows contractors to effectively
manage retrofits, demonstrate their quality,
create the records needed for compliance, and
monitor work remotely.

This multidisciplinary approach
enables a number of new services
to be brought to market and sold
individually, or as part of the same
service (as with UFI). For example:
• a solution for applying
insulation on walls which is
being developed in
collaboration with a French
Multinational.
• a service to survey a building
and create a retrofit plan which
is currently being tested by a
number of RSLs.

Suspended timber floors:
• lose heat due to infiltration as well as
conduction and radiation to the ground below;
• let in cold air, dust and mould from the void
below, creating uncomfortable draughts and
uneven temperatures;

Traditional floor insulation methods are disruptive:
•
•
•
•

furniture, fixtures and carpets are removed; floorboards are lifted;
insulation is cut to shape by hand to fit the gaps;
an airtight membrane is fitted and the joins taped; and,
everything is put back together and the room redecorated.

Insulating suspended floors is:
•
•
•
•

time-consuming and expensive (up to 2 weeks and £10k);
has a long payback (>20 years);
hugely disruptive to those living in the property; and,
often performs poorly (difficult to fit and ensure air tightness).

Even small gaps of 1mm or less, can significantly impact
performance resulting in lower energy savings than expected.

Q-Bot’s solution uses a robot to apply insulation
• Takes 1-3 days to install and minimises disruption.
• Average install price is £3,200 or £500-£600 per SAP point.
• Eligible ‘Primary’ measure for GHG and other schemes.
• High performance foam reduces the risk of damp / mould.

www.q-bot.co
• Understand if your property may be suitable
• Quickly get an indicative price
• Schedule a survey

Moisture
readings

Floor Health (Technical) Survey
• Identify risks and suitability of property for UFI.
• Check practical considerations, ventilation, void
conditions and floor health.
• Provide necessary data to establish cost

Void height

Install - Setup and preparation:
• The robot is connected to a van and hose supplying the insulation.
• The operator controls the robot through a screen and gamepad.
• Four drive wheels and suspension enable the robot to climb over
obstacles, through sand and mud, while pulling a hose into position.

Install Stage 1. Access

Install Stage 2. Pre Install Checks

The robot is inserted into the void through an access hatch or air
vent. This means an install can be completed in 1-2 days without the
property needing to be vacated or furniture moved.

As the robot travels along the void a detailed 3D map is built of the
underfloor space and services, allowing the operator to assess the
property and identify any risks before the installation begins.

Stage 3. Apply insulation

Stage 4. Post install checks

A polyurethane insulation is spray applied to the underside of the
floorboards and expands to fill the gap. This keeps the floor on the
warm, dry side and maintains the ventilation space for the ground.

The installation is continuously monitored to measure the thickness
of the insulation applied, creating a record of each install and
allowing Q-Bot to verify that the work has been completed correctly.

Make good:
• Final checks on app and robot.
• Return property to original condition.

Q-Bot’s approach reduces the risk of damp and mould:
• the void between the floor and ground is humid and cold;
• temperature and height variations across a property create a
pressure difference that drives air movement and heat loss;
• draughts bring cold, moist air from the void into the property.

Q-Bot’s approach reduces the risk of damp and mould:
• The layer of polyurethane insulation creates a hydrophobic
barrier between the floor and void. The insulation raises the
temperature of the floor and reduces the risk of condensation.
• To reduce the risk of thermal bridging the depth of insulation is
reduced around the joist and wall junction.
• Air vents will be cleaned, replaced, or even new ones fitted, to
ensure adequate ventilation of the void.

The benefits of insulating the floor with Q-Bot:
• less draughts (~1/3 for whole house);
• less temperature stratification (warm feet); and,
• lower energy bills (~£150/yr).
Q-Bot’s method has been shown to reduce the risk of
damp and mould when compared to both an
uninsulated floor and alternative insulation materials.

Proactive risk management during the survey:
•
•
•
•

•

The floor void is checked to ensure there are no
underlying problems (e.g. a leak or infestation).
Moisture readings are taken of the floor and joists.
The number and location of air vents are checked.
Air vents will be cleaned, replaced or even new
ones added to ensure adequate ventilation.
The location and condition of services are recorded
and a floorplan created.

Any aspects that require further attention will be
flagged with the client before the install proceeds.

The install process is fully accountable:
•

•
•

The information captured during the survey and
install is accessible by the client through a web
browser and can be imported into asset
management systems;
images and panoramas are available before and
after the install for compliance checks by auditors;
a video of the robot spraying shows the
installation process.

Eligible for the ECO3 ‘Innovation Uplift’:
•
•
•

provides a 25% uplift over regular ECO3 funding;
expands the range of applicable properties to DEFG; and,
can contribute 20% to 75% of the installation cost.

Q-Bot can assess your stock, estimate funding options and
secure ECO3 on your behalf.

“I am much warmer, and I’m
saving £20 per month on
bills. I love Q-Bot, it has made
a massive difference.”

Average cost per SAP point (£ per SAP point)
Boiler
Double Glazing

£640
£1,800

270mm Loft Insulation

£315

Internal Wall Insulation

1,180

External Wall Insulation

1,450

Traditional UFI

£760

Q-Bot UFI incl./excl. ECO *
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Data compiled from a case study of energy efficiency measures applied across 100 homes. *Value calculated as at July 2020 and is based on DEFG rated properties.

Average energy savings (£ saved per year)
Boiler

£90/yr

Double Glazing

£60/yr

270mm Loft Insulation

£140/yr

Internal Wall Insulation

£220/yr

External Wall Insulation

£230/yr

Traditional UFI

£110/yr

Q-Bot UFI

£150/yr
£-

£50

Data compiled from a case study of energy efficiency measures applied across 100 homes.
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Payback period (years)
Boiler

25 yr

Double Glazing

61 yr

270mm Loft Insulation

10 yr

Internal Wall Insulation

42 yr

External Wall Insulation

52 yr

Traditional UFI

30 yr

Q-Bot UFI incl./excl. ECO
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Data compiled from a case study of energy efficiency measures applied across 100 homes. *Value calculated as at July 2020 and is based on DEFG rated properties.
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Does it work?
Q-Bot has worked with Leeds Beckett University, The National Energy Association (NEA), University College London, Historic England and
Imperial College London, to monitor actual installation performance, compare it to theoretical models and validate the benefits of the
service. The results of these assessments are included in the case studies available separately.

How does the robot cope with obstacles and low voids?
Q-Bot’s robots can operate down to 200mm. The robots are actually incredibly powerful and can pull the installation van. Four independently
controlled drive wheels and a suspension system enable the robot to climb over rocks and rubble, through sand and mud, while pulling a hose
into position.

Is there an increased risk from fire?
No, the BBA certificate states: “When properly installed, the insulation will not add significantly to any existing fire hazard until the floor is
destroyed. Therefore, the insulation will not contribute to the development stages of a fire or present a smoke or toxic hazard.” The material
has been tested to BS 476: Part 7 and received a Class 1 rating – no more than 165mm flame spread.

Does the solution meet Building Regulation requirements?
Yes, as demonstrated by the BBA certificate this solution meets the Building Regulations, including the requirements for resistance to
moisture, conservation of fuel and power, materials and workmanship, and CO2 emission rates.

Is there a risk of damp or mould?
Q-Bot has worked with independent experts including Lisa Pasquale, Simmonds Mill Architects and PRP Architects to assess the risk of damp
and mould. Both installs where monitored through data logging as well as using modelling packages including Therm and WUFI. Q-Bot’s
method has been shown to reduce the risk of damp and mould when compared to both an uninsulated floor and alternative insulation
materials. Please contact us for further details.

Is the material toxic and do the residents need to move out?
Q-Bot can provide test results from the manufacturer showing the material meets the required standards for VOC emissions and is less toxic
than many common building materials. In addition, because the material is applied by a robot there are less hazards for installers. During the
install an extract system is used to negatively pressurise the void and remove any fumes. As a precaution, residents are not allowed in the
room directly above the void where the install is taking place, but may remain elsewhere in the property, or return at the end of the day.

Is the material sustainable?
Although polyurethane insulation is derived from the petrochemical industry its embedded carbon is paid for in around 18 months of energy
savings and the material has a long life (>40 years). Unfortunately, there is no perfect material, while polyurethane is not a natural material it
was chosen due to its insulating characteristics, long life and moisture properties.

What are the implications for services and maintenance?
•
•
•

Hot water pipes are normally insulated (except where there is a valve or service point).
Fresh water and gas pipes run along the ground, or middle of the void, and therefore remain in a ventilated space in accordance with the
Building Regulations.
Electrical cables are normally left uninsulated, but can be insulated if the rating is checked by a qualified electrician. Most electrical wiring
runs along the floor and only passes through the floor where it enters and leaves the void. The application of insulation can be accurately
controlled in order to avoid encasing wires in these areas.

To help maintenance an access hatch can be made near the services and a floor plan created of the void and services below. The maintenance
hatch is formed by spraying insulation into a bag to form a mouldable plug to ensure continuity and air tightness.

Next steps
● Please give quick feedback: form.jotform.com/211853362329052
● Make a donation: cambridgecarbonfootprint.org/donate/
● Share on social media: #OpenEcoHomes
Thank you for your support!

Further Resources
● Get started with your retrofit
● Book a tour

● Case Studies: Research other homes
● Borrow a thermal imaging camera and get training
● Transition Cambridge’s personalised home energy advice tool
● Get political, eg: Households Declare! - their resources & petitions

